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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

“Workflow automation and its ability to unify process flows across the service lifecycle and 
technology domains will play a critical role to drive workforce efficiencies.” 

Distributed cloud networks are transforming the workflow process and the operaRonal support systems 
used to deliver advanced services in the telecommunicaRon network. Workflow automaRon and its ability 
to unify process flows across the service lifecycle and technology domains will play a criRcal role to drive 
workforce efficiencies. ServiceNow is a leading supplier in helping CSPs transform their workforce and 
evolve the tools and systems to support cloud services. 

Our research shows that telecommunicaRon providers are rapidly moving to support cloud-based services 
to meet the demands of enterprise and consumers who want on-demand applicaRons in a secure, highly 
available network. 

ServiceNow is managing complex workflow transacRons that span technology domains and unify the 
contact points in the customer journey from order to service assurance. The telecommunicaRon industry is 
at a crossroad. ExecuRves must decide how to deliver digital services in a highly complex dynamic cloud 
network in an industry that carries high operaRonal cost. 
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY 
Appledore Research forecast that global telecommunicaRons market spending will reach USD 1.68 Trillion 
in 2025. Seventy seven percent (77%) of cost to deliver these services is locked into the operaRng expense. 
Most operators focus on capital expenses (16%) as an economic lever to support exisRng and introduce 
new network services. It is our belief that if operators assessed their total cost in delivering services and 
isolated key aspects of labor used in the operaRons of the network, then profit margins could be expanded. 
The OPEX lever is a game changer to deliver earnings acceleraRon and yield substanRal improvements in 
improving the customer experience. The automaRon somware market is a crucial piece in moving the OPEX 
lever. 

Figure 1: Global Telecommunica7on Opera7onal and Capital Expenditure 2025 

 

 

Source: Appledore Research 

.  
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TELECOMMUNICATION INVESTMENT PRIORITIES 
Enterprise businesses are migraRng more of their workloads to the cloud. In the communicaRon sector, 
more cloud service delivery models conRnue to proliferate as enterprises take advantage of IaaS, PaaS, and 
SaaS soluRons to saRsfy more complex applicaRon requirements. 

These services must be delivered cheaper, faster, and in a much more agile IT development environment to 
saRsfy the demands of enterprises and consumers. Newer modern somware will be deployed that can 
manage more dynamic workloads across a distributed infrastructure. The digital supply chain of services 
requires a new way of managing the workflow processes and at the same Rme delivering a first-class 
customer experience. 

The ability to deliver higher bandwidth services at a lower cost per bit is achieved thru virtualizaRon of the 
infrastructure and the ability to scale out dynamically as workloads ebb and flood the network.  

AutomaRon of the somware-controlled network will drive the reallocaRon of investments to lower cost and 
drive more revenue generaRng services. The importance of streamlining the workflow across mulRple sales 
and distribuRon channels that span many technology domains is a driving force in this sea change. 

Our thesis on the autonomous network signals a force mulRplier in OPEX reducRon and efficiency gains. 
Some immediate benefits include on-demand service acRvaRon, improvements in workforce problem 
resoluRon, and massive reducRons of manually intensive task. 

Figure 2: Telecom Drivers for Change 

 

Source: Appledore Research 
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Services will shim from mostly offline to real Rme on-demand. Network funcRons will become distributed 
with more workloads running at the edge of the network. This will result in increased complexity to manage 
the network and many CSPs will find that not enough experts in house can be hired to manage the service 
lifecycle. The lack of available skilled technicians will drive investments in workflow automaRon to meet 
customer demand and saRsfy the scale requirements of a distributed network. ConsumpRon of applicaRons 
and services will follow a just in Rme model (figure 3). We are already taking note of lambda services living 
for seconds as traffic burst occur during peak short cycle Rmeframes. 

Figure 3: Consump7on Model Just in Time 

 

Source: Appledore Research 

CHALLENGE IN THE DIGITAL WORKFLOW 
Today, most CSPs have hundreds of systems that span across technologies, services, and business units and 
each supporRng its own workflow processes. Figure 4 is a simplified illustraRon of the problem that 
idenRfies 80 separate workflow processes. We could expand this view to hundreds of services, dozens of 
workflows, and further subsegment the technology domains to be more inclusive of IP, ethernet, opRcal 
wavelengths, and more yielding thousands of workflow tasks.  
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Figure 4: Workflows and Services across Technology Domains 

 

Source: Appledore Research 

To illustrate you can think of each workflow as a block in the cube. TesRng and assuring a voice service in 
the RAN requires a set of tools and a process, of which further requires a prescribed set of workflows. The 
acRvity is largely independent of other workflow tasks and is performed in isolaRon. The systems all rely on 
datasets and interfaces that are not shared with other systems in the value chain, making the customer 
experience and service availability difficult and costly to administer. Each technology domain is an island of 
data that has a specific workflow in turning up and managing the lifecycle of the service. As the network 
architecture becomes distributed and on-demand services flourish, the ability to manage the end-to-end 
service lifecycle will require unifying the service chain. 

A difficult and persistent problem nagging many CSPs is the ability to manage the customer experience in 
each stage of the customer lifecycle. The diversity of management tools combined with disjointed 
operaRonal task omen results in order fallout and the inability to idenRfy service impacRng events. To 
achieve success in understanding the customer experience, management plaoorms must provide a 
contextual view of different workflows in the service chain.  OperaRonal efficiency in the service chain 
requires linkages or APIs to lower-level systems that perform specific funcRons in the service lifecycle. In 
the service assurance domain, the metric that maSers is average handling Rme for network incidents. 
Southbound APIs to tesRng, performance, and fault management subsystems that expose service impacts 
in near real Rme improve net promoter score and customer retenRon. In the order to fulfillment phase, 
metrics on order fallout and tracing back to the inventory, order catalog, and acRvaRon systems supporRng 
this acRvity yield improvements to cash and avoiding unnecessary dispatches. 
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To understand the state of most CSPs’ management domain, one only need to look at the structure of the 
organizaRons and how processes are performed to saRsfy each customer. CSPs had a proven workflow 
methodology which funcRoned in the old world. It was operated by cram technicians performing manual 
processes and deep knowledge of the network. Figure 5 depicts the workflows and tools used in this old 
world. The cloud model wreaks havoc on these very same workflows inhibiRng the true benefits of the 
cloud; agility, speed, reuse, and low cost on-demand services. In short, the briSle OSS systems and 
workflows of the past are not sustainable in a distributed cloud network. 

Figure 5: OSS Becomes BriPle in Cloud Networks 

 

Source: Appledore Research 

OSS systems become briSle in the cloud network because: 

• Assurance and fulfilment systems are sRll separate, restricRng closed loop automaRon. 

• Each system has its own database, catalogs, inventory, and topology duplicaRng what could be 
common and shared. This creates an integraRon tax. 

• The NOC is a collecRon of tools sRtched together with expert’s knowledge. When the expert walks, 
so does the knowledge base. 

• Fulfilment processes are mostly offline acRviRes based on staRc technical models. This inhibits the 
underlying network to dynamically manage service intent.  
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SOFTWARE AUTOMATION MARKET TAXONOMY 
Appledore Research has developed a framework for how we envision the evoluRon of operaRonal systems 
to support the dynamic real Rme services of the future (figure 6).  

Figure 6: Infrastructure SoSware Automa7on Market Taxonomy 

 

Source: Appledore Research 

This view encapsulates the thinking of network funcRons supported in the cloud network. It embraces a 
more IT centric view where somware releases will be delivered as micro-services within the distributed 
cloud infrastructure. Each higher order layer will abstract the complexity of the network into a 
management domain that subsumes the OSS and BSS systems. We are already seeing this play out in the 
SD-WAN market and in the radio access network (RAN). Controllers have knowledge of the topology and 
visibility of network traffic paSerns which enable the domain managers to orchestrate low level network 
fabric configuraRons to support the services requested. The higher-level management systems are 
applicaRon and customer aware. At the AIOps layer, no-code applicaRons can define business objecRves 
which are pushed down into the lower levels to drive intent, opRmize scarce resources, and deliver Rers of 
service to match the requirements of the applicaRon or service.   These systems enable system operators to 
manage the customer lifecycle more efficiently. We will address some of the use cases and customer 
deployments in the next secRon. 

ServiceNow operates in the AIOps and OperaRons Data Management layers. The glue in the data 
management layer is their service aware CMDB, which unifies the data model from potenRally hundreds of 
systems in the operaRonal domain. This includes inventory, product catalogs, physical and logical inventory, 
topology links, test agents, performance tools, and fault management systems. 

ServiceNow can collate a diverse set of network and applicaRon data, and then abstract away the 
complexity to provide customer care agents with relevant acRonable reporRng on service performance and 
fault impacRng events. The power of ServiceNow is to unify service points in the value chain and link it to 
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back to customer incidents and order flow across a diverse supply chain with dozens of internal systems 
and 3rd party plaoorms.  

Figure 7: ServiceNow Posi7on in the SoSware Automa7on Market  

 

Source: Appledore Research 

APIS AND PUBLIC EXPOSURE OF CAPABILITIES 
Cloud adopRon is largely driven by the mashing up and iteraRve development of services and products. The 
loose coupling of services across the service lifecycle enables more rapid development of products. To 
further unleash innovaRon, published APIs targeted at applicaRon developers, suppliers, and other 
wholesale partners must become common pracRce. ServiceNow is taking this approach in building out its 
ecosystem of partners.  

The uses cases provided below provide the proof points in how ServiceNow is delivering key benefits to 
some of its telecommunicaRon customers. The ability to manage complex digital workflows in large Tier 1 
operaRons and provide a unified view of the customer experience enables customer care agents to deliver 
proacRve customer resoluRon. 

USE CASES 

Vodafone 360-degree view of the customer 

  
Background Vodafone Group is a mulRnaRonal telecommunicaRons company providing 

services in 70 countries through its operaRng companies and partner networks 
and serving more than 300 million customers. 
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Problem Customer care was using many systems operaRng independently and customer 
data was in each systems data silo. Care agents had a segmented view of the 
customer journey and had to piece together data to understand the end-to-end 
workflow. 

SoluVon  Now Plaoorm and ServiceNow Customer Service Management has provided 
customer agents with a simple, intuiRve, and streamlined system, allowing 
clearer insight into a customer’s journey. 

Business Outcome 45% producRvity improvement and 25 basis point increase in customer 
saRsfacRon. 

 

BT automating workflows in the cloud 

  
Background BT Group is a BriRsh communicaRons service provider (CSP) headquartered in 

London. It serves customers in 180 countries, providing fixed-line, broadband, 
and mobile services, as well as subscripRon television and IT services to B2B and 
B2C customers. For its mulRnaRonal business customers, BT provides managed 
services, security, and network and IT infrastructure services. 

Problem The digital product teams wanted to respond to market needs faster for digital 
services. The goal was to become a digital-naRve managed service provider, 
offering soluRons to deliver a superior customer experience, commercial 
flexibility, and security. 

SoluVon  It took a greenfield approach, partnering with ServiceNow to accelerate its 
digital transformaRon and create a simplified, automated, and more 
programmable network and cloud infrastructure. ServiceNow Network 
Performance Management and TelecommunicaRons Service Management act 
as the primary cloud engine, while BT and ServiceNow work together to co-
innovate and deliver more valuable proposiRons to the customer, faster than 
ever. A key element is the market’s first naRve telco customer integraRon app, 
called ‘eBonding for TelecommunicaRons’. 

Business Outcome AutomaRon of 10,000 transacRons with partners and supply chain. 
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Tata Communications full life cycle service management 

  
Background Tata CommunicaRons generates USD 2.9 billion in annual revenue with 77% 

generated outside India. The business is the world’s largest wholesale voice 
carrier. The business also operates the world’s largest wholly owned submarine 
fiber network. The Tata CommunicaRons services poroolio includes high-speed 
connecRons and global MPLS virtual private networks, telepresence services, 
DDoS miRgaRon and detecRon service, content delivery networks, and cloud 
offerings. 

Problem The primary driver was the ability to proacRvely engage with customers on 
service impacRng events. Tata wanted to give customers the same event and 
remediaRon visibility that the Tata CommunicaRons business and technical 
teams had access. UlRmately, the team wanted to miRgate the impact of 
incidents to the point of delivering near-100% availability to customers. 

SoluVon  Deploy ServiceNow Customer Service Management to deliver the first stage of a 
project to drive automaRon. The deployment was completed in 90 days with a 
small team using minimal customizaRon. 

Business Outcome Correlate events and services in real Rme. ResoluRon of problems has been 
reduced and customers receive near real Rme status of service impacRng 
events. 
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About Appledore Research 
Dedicated to the telecom industry, Appledore Research helps its clients navigate rapid change in 
technology, service innovaRon and operaRonal pracRces to posiRvely transform and grow their 
businesses. We think differently, challenge the status quo, and idenRfy the best ways to move forward. We 
want you to succeed. 

Through our expert team of experienced telecom industry analysts and business pracRRoners, Appledore 
Research provides you with a unique blend of sector-specific market research reports, strategic 
advice and markeRng support services, either as a part of a subscripRon package or as individual purchases. 
We are flexible. 

As you would expect, key focus areas for Appledore’s comprehensive research work include Cloud 
Management, Network FuncRon VirtualizaRon (NFV), Somware Defined Networking (SDN), 5G, AI and 
analyRcs technologies, service innovaRon and best operaRonal pracRce. As a result, our client base spans 
the complete spectrum of the global telecom industry. 

So, we work closely with communicaRon service providers, network providers, somware and IT vendors, 
system integrators, investors, and enterprise users. Unbiased and imparRal in our views, we are regarded 
by our clients as a trusted partner. One that is quick to react to disrupRon in telecom market dynamics and 
deliver you the most considered and relevant response. 

The market research, advice, and support, that Appledore brings exclusively to the telecom industry, means 
beSer-informed and more efficient business decision-making. It means earlier idenRficaRon of emerging 
trends, challenges and opportuniRes, and fewer mistakes. We are a trusted sounding board, providing that 
extra bit of objecRve insight when you need it most. 
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